
Create a
powerful
one-sentence 
statement for 
what you do
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The power of why
Problem --> Transformation
Fill in the blank statement
Opportunity to practice and get feedback

WHAT WE'LL COVER



It doesn’t have to perfect 
Time constraints
Power of 1% gains 

THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND

       (1.01   = 37x better)365





#1. Start with Why
- Simon Sinek 



Provides clarity 
Keeps you focused on your "northstar"
Inspire you to take action in challenging times 
Provides a case for support
Helps guide decision making

WHY FIND YOUR WHY?



"People don't buy what you do, 
they buy why you do it"



"People don't buy donate to/support what
you do,  they buy donate to/support why
you do it" - Simon Sinek



The Golden Circle
EVERY PERSON KNOWS WHAT THEY DO
(job title, products, services you sell)

SOME PEOPLE KNOW HOW THEY DO IT
The actions they take that set them apart
from others

FEW PEOPLE KNOW WHY THEY DO IT
The purpose, cause or belief that inspires you



TO [contribution] 
SO THAT [impact of your contribution]



TO support purpose-led people to
thrive SO THAT they can create
change faster and with ease.



#2
 

PROBLEM
 
 
 

TRANSFORMATION



#3. 
 

+ VALUE STATEMENT 
+ ELEVATOR PITCH

+ UNIQUE PROPOSITION
COMBO



I/we help ________[who do you help] 
do________ [what you help with]
so that _______[what result do you help get/impact]
unlike_______ [alternatives]
because of _______ [distinction] 

ONE LINE STATEMENT 
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We help purpose-led organisations  
(do) recruit candidates via our job board
so that they can find values-aligned
team members to help them reach their
vision.

Unlike other big job boards 
because of our values-led community of
job seekers, we provide quality
candidates over quantity –helping
shortcut the process to find the right
hire.



NEXT STEPS
PRACTICE
SHARE 



Allocate a time keeper (total 7 mins)
SPEAKER {1 min}

Share your one line statement [1 min]
LISTENER {1 mins}

Generous feedback ("tell me more!" worthy) 
Watch for: Jargon, buzzwords or slang,
formal language, long words, passive voice
"e.g our organisation", not focused on
people/thing you serve.

BREAKOUTS



A-HA!
BETTER
CELEBRATE 



QUESTIONS?



PLAN FOR IMPACT
1+3 DECEMBER

Create a 12-month vision and roadmap for an
impactful 2022, in just 2 hours

workshops.dogoodjobs.co.nz/plan-for-impact
HUIE $20 OFF





"With everything we do, we aim to
challenge the status quo. 



"With everything we do, we aim to
challenge the status quo. We aim to
think differently. Our products are
user-friendly, beautifully designed,
and easy to use. 



"With everything we do, we aim to
challenge the status quo. We aim to
think differently. Our products are
user-friendly, beautifully designed,
and easy to use. We just happen to
make great computers. Want to buy
one?"


